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Abstract- -We treat optimal stopping problems of controlled iffusions under partial observation. Two 
kinds of admissibility, strict sense and wide sense, are considered. Using the Girsanov transformation, 
the unnormalized conditional probability turns out the state process, subject o the Zakai equation, and 
we can derive a nonlinear semigroup which presents the Bellman principle in our problems. In the 
diffusion case, an optima[ stopping time is given, appealing to a Snell-envelope. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In stochastic ontrol theory the Bellman principle, initiated by R. Bellman, is a powerful 
methodology, relevant to the conditions of optimality[l]. Moreover, it can derive a nonlinear 
semigroup of value function, which provides a solution (in a viscosity sense) of the Bellman 
equation[ 14,15,18]. In this paper we are concerned with optimal stopping problems of partially 
observed iffusions and derive nonlinear semigroups which present he Bellman principle in 
our problems. 
Let X(t) be a state process being controlled, Y(t) an observation process and U(t) an 
admissible control defined on a complete probability space (1), F, P). The processes X and Y 
are governed by the stochastic differential equations 
dX(t) = ot(X(t)) dB(t) + ~l(X(t), U(t)) dt, X(O) = Xo, 
dY(t) = dW(t) + h(X(t)) dt, Y(O) = O, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where B and W are independent Brownian motions. X(t) and Y(t) have values in R d and R", 
respectively (for simplicity we let m = 1 here). We assume some regularity conditions on 
coefficients ( ee A I-A3 in Section 2). The problem is to maximize the expected reward Ef(X(~)), 
by a suitable choice of an admissible control U and a stopping time ~. Now we have two kinds 
of admissibility. In the strict sense, U(t) should be a function of the past of observation process 
Y and x also Y-stopping time. The other is a wide sense problem. Namely, we merely require 
that U(t) is independent of future increments Y(s) - Y(t), s > t, and "r is (Y, U)-stopping 
time[8]. 
According to [8], we apply the following transformation. Fix T > 0 arbitrary. Put 
L(O) = exp [ f~ h(X(t)) dY(t) - ½ fo~ lh(X(t))[2 dt] (1.3) 
and 
dPCdl ~ = L(T). (1.4) 
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Then B(t), and Y(r). r E [O. T], are independent Brownian motions under a new probability 
measure P and 
E_f(X(r)) = i[f(X(r)f.(r))], if T s T, (1.5) 
where ,$ stands for the expectation with respect to 6. Moreover, if the distribution of X(0) has 
a nice density X, then the unnormalized conditional probability also has a nice density function 
Z(r) satisfying the following Zakai equation[4,8,10,12]: 
U(t) = G*(U(t))Z(t) dr + hZ(t) dY(r), 0 < t 5 T, 
Z(0) = A. (1.6) 
where G(u) is the generator of X, when U(t) = u(EI’). Thus (1.5) turns out the following: 
Ef(x(~)) = it _f(x)Z(~, x) dx. (1.7) 
This means that Z(r) is the state process, subject to the Zakai equation (1.6), and the right- 
hand side of (1.7) is the expected reward[2]. 
Now we will formulate our problem as follows. Let r be a compact subset of Rk. 
DEFINITION 1 
A = (R, F, F,, P, Y, Cl) is called an admissible system, if the following (i)-(iii) are 
satisfied: 
(i) (s2, F, F,, P) is a probability space, 
(ii) Y is a one-dimensional F,-Brownian motion, 
(iii) an admissible control II is a r-valued F,-adapted process. 
PutJ(t, A) = {F,-stopping time T; T d t}, 9’ = totality of admissible systems and W = 
{cp E H2(Rd), cp L 0). For A E 2%’ and A E W, we consider the Zakai equation (1.6). Since 
the Zakai equation has a unique solution Z(t, A, A) E W, we can deal with its reward @(Z(t, 
A, A)). The problem is to maximize E@(Z(T, X, A)) over T E J(T, A) and A E 2. 
In Sec. 3 we will discuss the strict sense problem and introduce a nonlinear semigroup 
associated with value function. We will treat a wide sense problem in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 deals 
with an optimal stopping time for the diffusion case, i.e. y(x, u) does not depend on u E r. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall some known results on the Zakai equation (2.1): 
dZ(t) = G*(U(t))Z(t) dt + U(t) dY(t), 0 < r 5 T, 
Z(0) = (F(EW). 
(2.1) 
Assume the following conditions (Al)-(A3). Put a = QCL*. 
(Al) a,, E Ci(Rd), h, y,(, u) E Ci(Rd) for each u E I?, where Cd(Rd) denotes the space 
of functions on Rd, whose partial derivatives of order Sk are bounded and continuous. 
(AZ) ay,/ax,, y, E Cb(Rd X r). 
(A3) There exists p > 0 such that EL=, a,,(x)B,0, 2 k/e/?, for any x, 8 E Rd. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 
Suppose (Al)-(A3). Then, for p E W, there exists a unique solution Z(*, cp, A) of (2. I), 
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with the following properties: 
With probability 1, Z(., q~, A) E C([O, T] ~ W) and Z(t. x, ~. A) is continuous 
in (t, x). (2.2) 
sup E sup Ilz(t, ,~, A)II,~, --< g,Jl~ll~,. (2.3) 
AE.g'  t~T  
sup EllZ(t, q~, A)[I a -< gzll,~ll~,,. (2.4) 
A.t~-T 
sup E sup IIZ(t, q~, A) - Z(t, if, A)ll 2 =< K3llq0 - ,bll 2, (2.5) 
A~t?  tET  
where I1"11 is L'-(Rd)-norm, and K~ stands for a positive constant (see [10] for more details). 
From (2.3) we can easily see 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
Let a', cr ~ J (T ,  A) if I'r - crl _-< 0 a.e., then we have 
EllZ(r, ~, A) - Z(o', ~, A)II 2 =< g ,  ll~l12,0, (2.6) 
EIIZ(r, q0, A) - Z(cr, if, A)i[ 2 -< g~(011~l~, + I1,~ - @1]-'). (2.7) 
Proof. Put Z(t) = Z(t, cr, A). Since IlZ(r) - Z(~)ll = IIZ('r V or) - Z(r A cr)l[, we may 
assume r => o" a.e., where a h /b  = max(a, b) and a /h  b = min(a, b). By Ito's formula, 
"q(t) = Z(t) - Z(cr) satisfies the following evaluation: 
dlh(t)lr = 2[G*(U(t))Z(t), "q(t)] dt + 2[hZ(t), xl(t)] dY(t) + IIhZ(t)ll 2 dt. 
Thus fl l 'q(t)ll ' =< K6E sups_~r IIZ(s)ll~,,, since 
I[G*(U(t))Z(t), rl(t)]l -< gvllZ(t)ll~'ll'q(t)llw <- 2gT(sup IlZ(s)ll2,), 
s<~T 
by (A3). Recalling (2.3), we conclude (2.6). From (2.5) and (2.6), (2.7) is clear. 
Let ~ be the space of Lipschitz continuous functions on W, i.e. 
.~ = {¢ ' :  W--- ,  R; [q~(~) - ~(qJ)[ =< g~,ll,~ - ~ll}. 
3. STRICT SENSE PROBLEMS 
For an admissible systemA = (f/, F, F,, P, Y, U), an admissible control U is a progressively 
measurable function of Y, since F, = o,,(Y) is required. Thus we may fix a probability space 
(f/, F, P), a Brownian motion Y and F, = cr,(Y). Thus an admissible system A can be replaced 
by an admissible control U. Moreover, J ( t ,  A) does not depend on A, say. / ( t ) .  Applying a 
similar method as [19], we will construct a semigroup. 
For • ~ ,/, we define Jqb = J,v~ by 
J~(q~) = ~('~) V sup E~(Z(A,  ~, U)), for q0 E W, (3.1) 
U 
where A = 2 -N. By (2.5), J maps .g into t .  Thus we can define J~ successively. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 
jk : / ~ / has the following properties: 
~(q~) __< jdp(q~) __< ... =< jk-,~(q~) =< j~(q~),  (3.2) 
J*~(~) = ~(~)  V sup EJ*-t~(Z( A, ~, U)). (3.3) 
U 
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Proof. Since (3.2) is clear, we prove (3.3) by the induction method. For k = 1, 
holds by (3.1). Suppose that (3.3) holds for any @ E 4 and cp E W. 
J’+‘*(q) = J(J’@)(cp) = J’@(cp) i,/ sup EJ”@(Z(A, q, U)) 
L: 
= Q(q) v sup EJ’-‘@(Z(A, cp, L’)) I/ SF? EJ’@(Z(A, cp, U)). 
I/ 
Since the second term of the right-hand side is less than the third one by (3.2). we obtain 
for k + I. 
PutJ(t, N) = {T El(t); T E {jA, j = 0, 1, 2, a..}}. 
PROFYXITION 3.2 
J’@(Q) = sup sup E@(Z(r, Q, U)). 
U rE.f(kA,.V) 
Proof. Step 1. Let k = 1. Since u,(Y) is trivial, we get 
P(T = 0) = Oor 1, for any T E J(A, N). 
(3.3) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Hence E@(Z(T, Q, (I)) = Q(Q) or E@(Z(A, Q, U)). This yields (3.4) fork = I, and an optimal 
stopping time i in ./(A, N) is given by 
’ = 1 
0, if O(q) = J@(q) 
A, if @(cp) < J@(q). 
Step 2. We prove (3.7) by the induction method. 
(3.6) 
P@(q) 2 sup sup E@(Z(T, Q, U)), for @El. (3.7) 
U rEl/(kP.U) 
Since (3.7) holds fork = 1, as we have seen in Step 1, we assume (3.7) fork. Let T E J(kA + A, 
N). Then T A kA E J(kA, N) and M = {T = kA + A} = {T 5 kA)’ E F,,. Hence we have 
E@(Z(T, Q, u)) = 
+ 
E[WW + A, Q, ~))IF,,Ibd = 
= 
E[@‘(Z(T, Q, II)); MCI 
WWW + A, Q, Wh Ml, (3.8) 
EW?A, 4, ir(*, o)))JI 
Z(kA, Q, U, w) 5 J@(Z(kA, Q, u, w)), (3.9) 
where o(*, o) is an admissible control, which depends on a path o of {Y(s), s 5 t}. From (3.8) 
and (3.9), we see 
E@(Z(T, Q, u)) s EtJ@(Z(T, Q, u)); MCI + E[J@(Z(kA, Q, u)); Ml 
= EJ+(z(T A kh, Q, u)) 5 Jk(.!@)(Q), 
by the hypothesis of induction. This completes the proof of (3.7). 
Step 3. For E > 0, we seek ci and i EJ(kA, N) such that 
J’@(Q) < m!%‘(Z(?, Q, u)) + E. 
Let k = 1. Choose ri by 
(3.10) 
(3. II) 
sup E@(Z(A, Q, u)) < E@(Z(A, Q, 0)) + E, 
L 
(3.12) 
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Then 0 and ÷ of (3.6) yield (3.1 I) for k = I. 
Suppose that, for any • ~ ~/ and ~p ~ W, there exists (0 (~,  ,¢), ÷(~, q~)) of (3.11). 
Recalling (2.5), we have ~ = ~(e) > 0 such that, if I1~ - ~11 < ~, then 
sup E sup I~(z(/ ,  ~0, U)) - ~(Z(t,  ~p, U))[ < e. 
U $~ir 
(3.13) 
Since our hypothesis of induction guarantees (3.4) by virtue of (3.7), we can see 
IJ*~(to) - J~(q~)[ < sup sup EI~(Z('r, to, U)) - ~(Z('r,  qo, U))] 
U "~. / (kA .N)  
_-< sup E sup I~(z(/ ,  tO, u))  - ~(Z(t,  q~, U))[ < ~. 
U s<T 
(3.14) 
Let d:~, i = 1, 2 . . . .  be B-net of W and B~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  Borel partition of W such that 
to~ ~ B~ and diameter of Bi < ~. Put U~ = 0(~,  d:~) and % = ÷(alp, ~) .  For any to ~ B~, we 
have 
E~(Z(%, to, Ui)) > E~(Z('ri,  toi, Ui)) - ~. > J*dP(toi) - 2~ > jk~(to) _ 3~. (3.15) 
Namely ('r;, U~) is 3e-optimal for ~ E Bi. U~(t, o~) is F:measurable, say Ui(t, to)= 
gi(t, Y(., to)), where g~ is a Borel function on [0, T] x C[0, T]) and gi(t, ") is a Borel function 
on C([0, t]) for any t, % is written by "r~(t~) =f tY ( ' ,  to)), where fi is a Borel function on 
C([0, T]), where C([0, T]) is a Banach space of continuous function on [0, T]. 
Using these facts, we will construct 0 and ÷ as follows. If q~ satisfies jk+~(q~) = ~(qo), 
then ÷ = 0 is a required one. Suppose jk+,~(q~) > ~(q~). Then, from (3.3) we see 
jk+,~(,#)  = sup EJk~(Z(A, ~, U)). (3.16) 
U 
Take Uo so that 
EJk~(Z( A, ~, Uo)) > sup EJk~(Z(A, ,~, U)) - e, 
U 
(3.17) 
and define 0 and ÷ as follows: 
Uo(t), t =< A, 
U(t) = ~ gi(t - A, Y~)xB,(Z(a, ~, u0)), t > ±, 
i= l  
where Y~(s) = Y(s + A) - y(A) and ~ is the indicator of B, and 
÷ = A + ~ f , (Y~)~,(Z(A, ~, Uo)). (3.19) 
i=!  
Then 0 is an admissible control and "? E . / (kA  + A, N). Moreover, we have by (3.15) 
E[~(Z(÷, ,~, 0))IF,] = ~ X~,(Z(A, ,~, Uo))E~P(Z('r, to, U,))l,,z~a.,.Vo, 
i= l  
>= J*dP(Z(A, tp, Uo)) - 3~. (3.20) 
Taking the expectation of both sides of (3.20), we have 
E~(Z(÷, ~, 0)) ~ EJtdP(Z(A, q~, U0)) - 3e - j~-t~(q~) _ 4~. (3.21) 
(3.18) 
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Now we complete the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
Define V,~.(t) "2¢ ---, .~ by 
VN(t)~ = J~qb, fort  = k2 -~', k = 0. I. 2 . . . . .  (3.22) 
Then, as N ~ zc, VN(t)~(tp) is increasing, for any fixed binary t and tp ~ W. Put 
V(t)cb(~p) = lim Vx(t)g'(~p), for binary t. (3.23) 
N~x 
PROPOSITION 3.3 
V(t)O(tp) = supv sup,s, , ,  E~P(Z('r, q~, U)), for binary t. 
Proof Let t = 2-Pj. For r E J ( t )  and N => p, there exists "ru E J (t, N) such that 0 =< 
rN -- "r < 2 -N. Recalling (2.6), we have 
EO(Z('r, q~, U)) < EO(Z('rN, ~, U)) + K~t'zII~IIH,2-N 
< V(t)O(~p) + Kk'Zll~PllH,2 -'v. 
Thus 
sup sup Eep(Z(.r, tp, U)) <= V(t)~(q~). 
U T t~,)' (l) 
But the converse inequality is clear from (3.23). This completes the proof. 
Define V(t), t ~ [0, T], by 
V(t)cb(tp) = sup sup E~(Z('r, tp, U)), for qb ~/ .  (3.24) 
U "r E~, ' ( t )  
Then we can easily see the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 
(i) V(t) is a mapping from .~' into ~/, V(0) = identity. 
(ii) V(t)~(tp) is continuous and increasing in t. 
(iii) V(t)dP <_ V(t)~F, if qb =< xp., where ~ =< ~ means qb(~p) _< qs(~) for any ~ E W. 
THEOREM 2 
V(t) has a semigroup rope~y, 
V(t + s) = V(t)V(s). (3.25) 
LEMMA 
AS n ~ ~, V(t)~F,(~) is increasing to V(t)xlt(~p) for any tp E W, whenever qt (tp) is 
increasing to q*(~0) for any ~p E W. 
Proof By Theorem l(iii), V(t)~,(~) is increasing, as n T zc, and 
lim V(t)~,(~) <= V(t)~(q~). (3.26) 
n~a¢ 
On the other hand, for any "r E . /(t) and U, we have 
lim EW,(Z('r, ~, U)) = E~(Z('r, ~, U)), (3.27) 
by the monotone convergence theorem. Therefore, 
E~(Z('r, tO, U)) <= lim V(t)~,(~). (3.28) 
n~ :e 
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Taking the supremum with respect o "r and U. We obtain the inverse inequality of (3.26). This 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let t = 2-Pi and s = 2-~j. Since Vx(t) has a semigroup roperty, 
we see 
V(t + s)~(q~) = lim Vx(t + s)~(~) = lim Vx(t)(Vv(s)dP)(q~) -< V(t)(V(s)~)(~). (3.29) 
For N > k > = =p,  wehave 
Vu(t + s)dP(cp) = Vx(t)(t(,.(s)~)(cp) => Vx(t)(V~(s)dP)(tp). 
Tending N ~' ~c, we have 
V(t + s)dP(~) >= V(t)(V~(s)~)(tp). (3.30) 
Tending k 1' zc, the Lemma yields the converse inequality of (3.29). Thus (3.25) holds for 
binary t and s. Let binary t, and s, increase to t and s, respectively. Then again the Lemma 
yields 
V(t + s)~(tp) = lim lim V(t, + sp)~(~) 
= lim lim V(t,)(V(sp)dP)(~) 
p-.--) ~ n ~: 
= lira V(t)(V(sp)~)(q~) = V(t)(V(s)~)(~). 
p-..)x 
(3.31) 
This completes the proof. 
Using the semigroup V(t), we will characterize the value function supu sup, e, ( ,  Eqb(Z(r, 
4, U)). For u ~ F, we define S(t, u) by S(t, u)~(¢) = EdP(Z(t, tp, u)). Since the Zakai equation 
has a unique solution, S(t, u), t >= 0 becomes a semigroup on.~. By a semigroup S(t), we 
mean S(t + O) = S(t)S(O), S(0) = identity and S(t)~(~) ~ ~(~0), as t ---) 0, for any ~0 ~ W. 
THEOREM 3 
V(t) satisfies (i)-(iii). (i) • --< V(t)~ for any • ~ -g and t ~ [0, T]. (ii) S(t, u)~ <- V(t)~ 
for any • ~ .~, t E [0, T] and u ~ F. (iii) Suppose the following (A4): 
d 
(A4) ~ Ir,(x, u) - r,(x, v) l  - Klu - v[, x ~ R ~. 
i= l  
If a semigroup Q(t) satisfies (i) and (ii), then 
V(t)dP <. Q(t)dp, for any dp ~ _/ and t E [0, T]. 
Proof. Since (i) and (ii) are clear, we will prove (iii). Suppose U(t) = U(ck) for t E [ck, 
ck + c), k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  Then, for t ~ [ck, ck + c], we see 
E(~(Z(t, 4, U))/F,.k) = S(t - ck, U(ck))~(Z(ck, q~, U)) <- Q(t - ck)dP(Z(ck, 4, U)). 
Therefore, we have 
E~(Z(t, 4, U)) <- Q(t)~(tp). 
On the other hand, step controls are rich enough by (A4) (see Propositions 4.2 and 3). Thus 
we see 
sup E~(Z(t, 4, U)) <- Q(t)dp(q~). 
U~ 
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Hence VN(A)~(~) ---< ~(g:) V Q(A)qb(~) = Q(2x)qb(~). Moreover, 
V~,(2A)d/,(~) = V~(A)(V~(A)dp)(~) _< V~.(-~)(Q(A)¢')(~:) <-Q(2,A)~(~). 
Repeating this argument, we get V,~(kA)~0¢) _< Q(kA)dp(t¢). This completes the proof. 
4. WIDE SENSE PROBLEM 
In this section we assume (AI) - (A4).  Put .~.4~. = {A = (~, F, Ft, P, Y, U) E /,6'; U(t) = 
U([2Nt]2-'~)}, where [.] = Gauss symbol, and./(t ,  A; N) = {r E . / ( t ,  A); -r E {j2 -N, j = 
0, 1, 2 . . . .  }}. A E J/?,v is called a step control. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 
For A E .~-4,v and "r E J ( t ,  A; N), 
E~(Z(r ,  tp, A)) <= J~Cb(q~), for cI) E .Z. (4.1) 
Proof. Letk  = 1. PutM = {'r = 0}EF0andA = 2-'v. 
EOp(Z(r, ~, A)) = ~(q;)P(M) + E[qb(Z(A, q~, A)) : Me]. (4.2) 
Since U(t) = U(0) for t < A, we have 
E[dI,(Z(A, q~, A))IF0] = E~(Z(A ,  q~, u))~,=L.,0,. 
Recalling Eqb(Z(A, ,~, u)) =< J~(q0), we have 
E[~(Z(A,  q~, A))IF0] =< J~(~)  a.e. (4.3) 
By (4.2), (4.3) derives (4.1) for k = 1. 
Suppose that (4.1) holds for k. For r E J (kA  + ~, A; N), we have 
E~(Z('r ,  q~, A)) = E[':I)(Z(r, q~, A)) : r -< kA] 
+ E[cb(Z(kA + A, q:, A)) : r = kA + A], (4.4) 
E[~(Z(k'A + A, tp, A))lFka] = E~(Z(A ,  t~, u))~=z,k,.~.a, ~=u~k,~ 
<- J~(Z(kA ,  ~, A)). (4.5) 
Using {r = kA + A} = {'r < kA} c E Fka, we obtain 
E~(Z(r ,  tp, A)) <= E[C'(Z(r, q~, A)) : r =< kA] 
+ E[ J~(Z( r  A kA, q), A)) : r = kA + A] < E[ J~(Z( r /~ k'A, ~, A))]. (4.6) 
Since r /~  kA E J (k ,  A : N), the hypothesis of induction derives 
E[JOP(Z(r /~ kA, q~, A))] -< j~(jc~)(q~) = jk-~Op(~). 
This completes the proof, by (4.6). 
PROPOSITION 4.2 
There exists a positive constant/¢, such that for any A = (lq. F, F,. P, Y, U), fi, = (f~, 
F, F,, P, Y, 0) and r E . / (T ,  A) [= . / (T,  A)]. 
_ T 
EllZ(r, ~, A) - Z(r, ~, 5,)11 z _-< KII~IIH~[[,, Elg(s) - O(s)p ds . (4.7) 
and 
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Proof. Put ~(t) = Z(t, q~, A) - Z(t, ¢p, .4) and Z(t) = Z(t, ~, ,i,). Then we have 
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d~(t) = G*(U(t))~(t) dt + [G*(U(t)) - G*(U(t))]Z(t) dt + h~(t) dY (t), (4.8) 
dllK(t)ll u = 2(G*(U(t))~(t), ~(t ) )dt  + IIh~(t)ll ~ dt 
+ 2([G*(U(t)) - G*(U(t))]Z(t) ,  ~(t ) )dt  
+ 2(h~(/), ~(t)) dY (t), (4.9) 
I([G*(U(t)) - G*((J(t))]Z(t), ~j(t))] = I(Z(t), [G(U(t)) - G(O(t))]~(t)) 
<-- g lu ( t )  - l)(t)lll~(t)~lM, IIZ(t)l[. (4.10) 
Recalling (2.3) and (2.4), we see 
[fo ]' IO(t) - O(t)lll~(t)lln,llZ(t)ll dt < E IU(t) - 0(014 dt 
x [E fro llg(t)ll~,dt]t'Z[E fro llZ(t)ll'dt]"' 
<-g, ll~llll~ll., [ f~ EIU(s) - 0(s)l' ds]"'. (4.11) 
since II~(t)llM, ~ IfZ(t, q~, A)II,, + IIZ(t, q~, A)IrH'. Thus we have the following inequality by (A3): 
EIl~(t A "r)[[ ~ -< Ks EII~(0)II ~ dO + Ksll~llll,0lI,, EIU(t) - 0(014 dt (4.12) 
J0  
This yields 
fr o -II" EIIg(t)ll 2 =< gsllq~llllq~lI.' E IU( t )  - 0(/)14 dtJ eX9 '. (4.13) 
Since F is compact, (4.13) concludes (4.7). 
Now we approximate an admissible control by a step one, without the convexity of F. 
The following proposition is due to Kusuoka (private communication). 
PROPOSITION 4.3 
For a given A = (fL F, F ,  P, Y, U), there exists an approximate Ft-adapted step control 
UN, such that 
lim EIUN(t) - U(t) I dt = 0. (4.14) 
N~ 
Proof. Define U(t, to, 8) and U(t, to, 8, N)  by 
U(t, to, 8) = f 
t 
(I/8) U(s, to) ds, 
0, fo r0<t<8,= = 
for t = > 8, 
and U(t, to, B, N)  = U([2Nt]2 -s,  to, 8). Then U(', 8, N) is a l~-valued Ft-adapted process, 
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where [" = convex hull of F, and 
lim lim E IU(s) - U(s, g, N) I ds= 0. (4.15) 
Moreover, some subsequence U(t, to, B,, N,), say 0",(t, to), converges to U(t, to), for almost 
all (t, to). Define F, and F,(v) by F, = {v E R k : dist(v, F) _-< e} and F,(v) = {u ~ F : I u - 
vl -< e}, v E F,. Since F,(v) is a nonempty compact set and the mapping, v ~ F,(v), is Borel, 
the measurable selection theorem [21, chap. 12] implies the existence of a Borel function f ,  : 
F, ---* F such that f , (v) ~ F,(v). Hence If,(v) - vl <- ~. Fix u0 ~ F arbitrary and define g, : 
R k---, F by 
~f,(v) ,  if v ~ F,, 
g,(v) = I u0' i f v~ F,. 
Thus we can easily see that, if v, tends to u E F, as n ----, ~, then lim,_~ ]u - g,(v,)[ =< e. 
Therefore, g,(U.(t, to)) is a F,-adapted step control and li--m,_= ]U(t, to) - g,(U,(t, to))i =< e, 
for a.a. (t, to), holds. Thus g,(@,(t, to)) yields our wanted one. 
From Propositions 4.1-4.3,  we have 
THEOREM 4 
V(t)@(q~) = sup sup Ec~(z(r, tO, A)). 
A "r~,J v,A) 
Proof  From the definition of V(t)~, we have 
V(t)~(tO) <- sup sup Ec~(Z(r, ~, A)). 
A rE / ( t ,A}  
The converse inequality comes from Propositions 4.1-4.3.  
5. DIFFUSION CASE 
In this section, we assume that ~,(x, u) does not depend on u. Thus we put y(.r, u) = ~,(x) 
and G(u) = G. We use the same notations as in Section 3. 
Consider the following Zakai equation: 
dZ (t) = G*Z(t) dt + hZ(t) dY (t), 0 < t_<- T, 
Z(O) = ,~. 
(5.1) 
Moreover, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.2 
PROPOSITION 5.1 
V(t)dP(~) = sup EdP(Z(~, q~)). 
V(T - t)ap(Z(t, qz)) = sup E[cD(Z(-r ,  ~)) IF , ]  a .e .  
r~=t,'t~ /(TI  
(5.2) 
Proof. When we stress Y. we write Z(t, tO) and./(t)  by Z(t, ~, Y) and,/(t ,  Y), respectively. 
Z(t, ¢p) denotes a unique solution of (5.1). Thus Proposition 3.3 stands for the following one. 
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Then we see, from the uniqueness of solution, 
Z(t + O, ~p, Y) = Z(O, Z(t,  ~p, Y), Yf) a.e. (5.3) 
Furthermore, under conditional probability P('IF,), r ~ , / (T  - t, Yy) a.e., whenever r E . / (T,  
Y) and "r => t. Therefore, we have 
E~[Z( r ,  tP)lF,] = E[(I)(Z(T - t, Z(t,  tp, Y), Y,*))IF,] 
-< sup E~(Z(cr ,  d~))!+=z(,.¢, = V(T - t )~(Z( t ,  q~)) a.e. (5.4) 
trE ~(T-t) 
On the other hand, for any(r E . / (T  - t, Y) we put 6" = (r(Y,') + t. Then 6" E , / (T ,  Y) and 
6" = > t. Thus we have 
EdP(Z((r, ~))l,=z(,.,, = E[cl)(Z(6", tp))IF,] =< (5.5) sup E[(I)(Z('r, ~p))[F,] a.e. 
T~t.r~ J(T) 
Now we complete the proof of Proposition 5.2 
The right-hand side of (5.2) is a Snell-envelope of the process ~(Z( t ,  tp)) with respect o 
F,. Since V(T - t)di)(Z(t, tp)) is a continuous path and sup,_<_r I(I)(Z(t, t¢)) I is integrable, we can 
derive the following theorem[5,6,17]. 
THEOREM 5 
Define ? by 
Then @ E . / (T)  and 
"~ = inf{t; V(T - t )~(Z( t ,  q~)) = ~(Z( t ,  q)))}. (5.6) 
E~(Z(÷, tp)) = sup E~(Z(r, ~p)). (5.7) 
rE, I(T) 
Proof. Since V(0) = identity, T belongs to the set of left-hand side of (5.6). Thus ? =< T. 
Namely "~ E J (T ) .  (5.7) is a well-known fact for a Snell-envelope. 
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